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Ross Walker

Don Murday

On Monday 30 August, the Board of
the ACFA elected Northern Region
Director Don Murday as Chairman,
replacing retiring Central Region
Director Ross Walker. Ross has
represented the Central Region
since 1994 and has held the
position of Chairman since 2002.
Ross has retired from the sugar
industry in order to pursue other
interests.

Rugby Union Club.

Don Murday is a fourth generation
cane farmer from Mossman, north of
Cairns. He has been an ACFA
Northern Region director since 2002.
Don runs a diversified enterprise,
farming papaya and cocoa along with
his main regime of sugar cane. Don is
a Director of the grower-owned
Mossman Mill and is President and a
long-term player for the Port Douglas

Don is the Managing Director of a
harvesting cooperative and a past
Director of Mossman Agricultural
Services (MAS). He is a member of the
Industry Management Group, which
manages harvest equity in his mill area.
Don attended Brisbane Grammar
School and Qld Agricultural College,
Gatton. Don is married to Debbie and
they have three children.
Under the new board, Northern Region
Director John Blanckensee was elected
as an independent Director, while NSW
Director Robert Quirk and Burdekin
Director Margaret Menzel were elected
as Senior and Junior Deputy Chairs,
respectively. In the coming weeks there
will be elections for Directors in the
Central and Northern Regions.
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CHAIRMAN’S COMMENT

In this, my inaugural Chairman’s
comment, I would like to thank the
Board for the honour to serve as
Chairman and I would like to thank
outgoing Chairman Ross Walker for
his service and dedication to the
organisation and the industry.

Don Murdy
Chairman

Ross has always taken a principled
position on behalf of the organisation
throughout the tumultuous deregulation
of the industry. His retirement will be an
asset lost to the industry. I wish Ross
and Wendy all the very best in their
future endeavours.
I look forward to working with industry
stakeholders and Government to
recover sustainable production levels,
utilising the surplus capacity in our
production systems.
I am concerned that a resurgent climate
change policy debate may reinvigorate
tax subsidised investment forestry, a
major threat to viability for farmers and
their mills.
The larger the size of a farming
business’‘foot print’ the more ‘red-tape’ it
seems to attract. This is a disincentive
against farmers who might otherwise
wish to take on more land and increase
production. I would like to see rural
industries join forces to oppose red-tape
and other time-wasters which inhibit
productivity. We need farmers doing
what they do best – growing sugarcane!
I am keen to play a part in the focus of
our industry to more efficiently deliver
targeted research, development and
extension.
Lastly, I am concerned we keep tabs on
the cost structure of our industry when
negotiating with governments as rising
input costs are an ever present threat.
Regarding the recent election, the
installation of an Australian Government
has at last provided a picture to farmers
of whom and what they may need to
deal with. The greatest immediate

concern is from demands the Greens
may make, especially after the Senate
changes over next year.
New Agriculture Minister Joe Ludwig
has emphasised his background as an
industrial
advocate
who
often
represented rural workers. Farmers
want to know that Minister Ludwig will
represent rural businesses with equal
enthusiasm.
The Australian Newspaper says that Mr
Ludwig 'noted how the bush often did
not have adequate or affordable internet
services, youth had limited opportunities
and rural industries were threatened by
inequitable
national
competition
policies.' Solving those problems would
be an important priority. If he succeeds,
he'll surely be popular.
Mr Ludwig is assisted by Queanbeyan
based Parliamentary Secretary Mike
Kelly, Labour member for Eden Monaro
On the environmental scene, former
unionist Greg Combet is Minister for
Climate Change and Energy Efficiency,
assisted by Mark Dreyfus, Labor
Member for Isaacs. Mr Combet is a
former secretary of the ACTU, a mining
engineer and economist.
Let's hope that his pragmatic and strong
position on retaining a coal industry
translates to standing equally firm for
other industries, including the sugar
industry which has much potential to
assist in this portfolio.
As before, the new board of The ACFA
looks forward to working constructively
with all MPs and governments.
Finally I would like to encourage
members in the Central and Northern
Regions who feel that they can
contribute to the direction of the
industry, to nominate for the position of
Director.
Don Murdy
Chairman
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The ACFA would like to pay tribute to Ross Walker for his many
years of service. The following is a brief review of Ross’
representative career:
1976-1988: Pleystowe Delegate of the Australian Sugar Producers
Association (ASPA), a voluntary organization representing millers
and growers and the forerunner to the ACFA.
During the mid 1980s, elected Deputy Chairman of the Mackay
branch of ASPA.
1986: Ross was selected in a Rotary group study exchange team
(young business and professional people) from 70 applicants. He
traveled to Minnesota in USA and studied many diverse businesses,
including rural enterprises.
1987-1997: Director of Mackay District Canegrowers Co-operative
Society Ltd (later renamed Midstate Ltd); a Mackay based rural Cooperative serving rural industries in the region including sugar cane,
beef cattle, dairying, grain etc. Midstate had 2,000 active
shareholders and $20 million dollar turnover. It consisted of three
divisions: Midstate Fuel (wholesale and retail; Midstate Rural (rural
supplies); and North Queensland Chemicals and Paints
1989: Elected Chairman Midstate Ltd and held the position for 8
years until the business was sold. Ross was instrumental in changing
organization from cooperative to unlisted public company and
restructuring the Board. During Ross’ period as Chairman, Midstate
Ltd went from a position of having a shareholder value of zero to
giving shareholders a substantial return.
1995: Elected to board of ACFA
1997: Elected Deputy Chairman
ACFA representative on the Sugar Industry Research coordinating
Committee (SIRCC)
ACFA representative on Producer Pricing Committee. The group
was required to develop appropriate framework and a mechanism to
allow producers the ability to manage their own raw sugar futures
price risk and currency risk by separating the sale of physical sugar
from the pricing of that sale by the use of futures transactions.
ACFA representative on Sugar Research and Development
Corporation (SRDC) CP 2002 Committee.
From 2001 Ross was the ACFA representative on the Queensland
Primary Industries Minister’s Sugar Industry Development Advisory
Council (SIDAC).
From 2002 Ross was Chairman of the ACFA, representing ACFA
throughout the intensive deregulatory reform programs of the past
decade.
Ross has been involved in many BSES, Cane Protection and
Productivity Board and Private Company research trials relating to
varieties, chemicals, fertilizer and harvesting.
Ross continues to be an active member of his Rotary Club.

Retiring
Chairman offers
words of
encouragement
I have enjoyed my time in ACFA as
a Director and Chairman and I have
considered it a great privilege. I
thank the board and members for
their support and wish you all well
for the future. The ACFA has a great
future: It’s strength is that it can
represent the ‘grass-roots’ farmers
in a democratic and responsive way.
The company needs farmers to step
up into representative roles and
Directorship. I encourage young
progressive farmers to nominate for
the ACFA board. It is a great
opportunity to learn about the
industry, to meet other industry
leaders and participate in industry
leadership. It is an opportunity to
advance the Australian Sugarcane
industry and to progress good
outcomes for farmers.
I congratulate Don Murday on his
election as chairman. Don has
much talent and experience and he
is respected throughout the
industry. Like his late father Barry,
Don will contribute much to the
ACFA and the industry.
I also congratulate the deputy
Chairs; NSW Director Robert Quirk
and Burdekin Director Margaret
Menzel and the independent
Director, John Blanckensee.
Ross Walker
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RAINFALL

ACFA Regional
Director Nominations

Chance of exceeding the median rainfall for Oct to Dec 2010

ACFA is calling for nominations for the
election of one (1) Director per region
in each of the Northern Region and two
(2) Directors in the Central Region.
As per the Australian Cane Farmer
Association constitution, members of the
company from the Northern and Central
Regions only are able to nominate for the
director position in their region.
The Nomination closing day is the 28th
October 2010. Nominations close at
5pm on the closing day.

Rainfall August 2010

Nominations must be—
(i) written; and
(ii) signed by the nominee and at least 1
Member; and
(iii) if the nominee is an authorised
representative—
state the name of the corporate member
that the nominee represents; and
be accompanied by a representative
authority for the representative from
the member; and
(iv) given to the returning officer before
nominations close;
In order to be eligible to nominate or be
nominated for this election you must be
a Member of the company.
To vote in the election of an ACFA Director,
you must be a Member of the company on
the Nomination closing date. (28th
October 2010)

Rainfall 1 June to 30 August 2010

To become a Member of the company,
please complete a Company Membership
form and return it to ACFA’s Brisbane
office. Membership forms can be found on
ACFA’s Web site, or can be mailed to you
by contacting the ACFA office on
(07) 3303 2020.
ACFA must have received your completed
Company Membership form prior to or
with your Nomination Form in order for
your Nomination to be valid.
Nominations received from anyone who is
not a Member of the company will be
invalid.
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RESEARCH

Productivity Commission Review of
Rural Research and Development Corporations
The Productivity Commission released its 'Rural Research and Development Corporations draft report'
on 23 September 2010.
These key points were released with the draft report.
• Through the Rural Research and Development Corporations (RDCs), rural industries and the Australian
Government together invest some $490 million a year in R&D.
• This co-investment model has important strengths, including: helping to ensure that public money is not
spent on research of little practical value; and facilitating greater and faster uptake of research outputs.
- Especially given the deficiencies in alternative funding vehicles, the case for retaining core elements of
the RDC model is very strong.
• However, as the model is currently configured, a significant part of the Government's funding contribution
appears to have supported R&D that primary producers would have had sound financial reasons to fund
themselves.
- In terms of buying additional research, the Government's contribution appears to have been of more
limited value.
•`The Commission is therefore proposing two broad and inter-related changes to the current RDC model.
- A new, government-funded, RDC — Rural Research Australia (RRA) — should be created to sponsor
broader rural research that is likely to be under-provided by industry-specific RDCs. The Government's
funding appropriation for RRA should be progressively built up to around $50 million a year.
- The industry-specific RDCs should focus predominantly on R&D of direct benefit to their levy payers —
but with the cap on the Government's funding contribution gradually reduced to half its current level over
10 years.
• For the first five years, the Government's total funding contribution to the RDC program would be broadly
maintained. Though it would then decline somewhat, the still sizeable amount of public funding would be
more in keeping with the likely benefits for the wider community from contributing to a program of this nature.
• These changes should be supported by a new set of program principles, setting out the high level conditions
that should attach to public funding for the RDCs and the obligations on the Government as a key stakeholder
in the program. Some more specific changes should also be made, including to:
- provide for the consensual appointment of a 'government director' to RDC boards
- improve the robustness and transparency of project evaluation and the monitoring of program outcomes
by the Government.
• This inquiry has also highlighted the need for much better data on funding and spending flows across the
totality of the rural R&D framework, and for a mechanism to coordinate the various Australian Government
funding programs in this area.
- However, overlaying the framework with a target level of total spending on rural R&D, or a target 'research
intensity', would not be appropriate.
http://pc.gov.au/projects/inquiry/rural-research/draft/key-points
http://pc.gov.au/projects/inquiry/rural-research/draft/media-release>
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Will cleverly crafted prose win over science
and evidence? The case of GM wheat Paula Fitzgerald
The upcoming Federal election in Australia has provided some
entertainment for the past few weeks with many promises and
colourful pictorial moments emerging.
Some within the media appear to have shifted from the analysis of
policy to instead focussing on our politicians’ words, movements and
even gestures. Such a focus can make one become slightly cynical
and question both the depth of our media reporting and the lengths
at which our politicians will go in presentation and the delivery of
carefully crafted messages to lure voters.

Following this we have the word “looming”.
For me, if something is looming it is
imminent.Yet, best estimates suggest that
from a research and development
perspective, that is, a science timeline,
GM wheat is at least seven years away
from commercialisation. I’m not sure about
others, but if I had seven years to address
all the looming issues currently on my jobs
list, I could remain rather relaxed.

Outside of the political sphere, an award for message crafting and
overlooking fact must surely be due to the Greenpeace Australia team
which recently issued a statement about GM wheat research and
development. The title itself – “No GM in our daily bread” - was cleverly
composed by their spin team. There are several ways in which it could
be interpreted. On one level, it is correct to say that there is no GM
wheat in our bread, as GM wheat has not been commercialised
anywhere in the world. On another level however, the statement is
incorrect, as ingredients from other approved GM crops (which despite
their huge uptake, Greenpeace conveniently chooses to ignore) could
be utilised in bread making. Finally, those of a more cynical nature may
question whether the reference to “our daily bread” is supposed to have
some biblical connotation, thereby drawing readers in.

The next sentence implies that “chemical
companies” are responsible for GM
wheat trials. This statement is clearly
false, as a quick click on the Office of the
Gene Technology Regulator’s (OGTR)
website shows such companies are not
leading the GM wheat research in
Australia. Plant science companies are
actively partnering with publicly funded
Australian R&D providers across a range
of commodity sectors, and in the case of
cotton, have done so for decades. In the
past year we have seen a number of
Despite the catchy headline the story appears to have failed to new partnerships develop. This includes
capture any attention which is a good outcome as the narrative, albeit BSES and DuPont working on improving
colourful, is short on fact. The leading paragraph reads:
the productivity of sugarcane, CSIRO
“The threat of GE wheat is looming in Australia. If chemical and Bayer CropScience working on
companies succeed in progressing these trials to market-release cereals, and the Victorian Department of
stage, we could soon be eating polluted GE food in our breakfast, Primary Industry and Dow Agrosciences
forming an alliance to work on new plant
lunch and dinner.”
traits and varieties. Over and above
Let’s take a careful look at this. Apparently, GM wheat is automatically
these partnerships, the OGTR website
a “threat” - although there is no indication as to why this is so.
clearly shows that it is Australian
Australia has a strong history in wheat breeding and it is unclear as
scientists and research entities driving
to why a continuation of this, utilising newer plant science techniques,
GM wheat research.
poses any threat at all.
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Lastly, comes that rather emotive word “polluted” – as in toxic,
reactive and contaminating. All are words that Greenpeace uses to
rev up the anxiety levels in people who don’t know better. Suffice to
say that GM crops have now been grown, traded and consumed
around the world for 14 years and have been subjected to more tests
and trials than any conventionally-bred varieties of food crops.
Greenpeace continues to deny this reality and the fact that the
introduction of GM wheat – at its earliest in seven years time – will
not have a much greater impact on our meals than current
ingredients from widely used GM crops have done in recent years.
We sometimes forget that GM crops can no longer be “new”. Queues
outside Apple stores in recent weeks by people wanting to be one of
the first to secure a new IPad tell us that consumers do not view
“new” as something that is fourteen years old! GM soybean, corn,
cotton and canola now have a history in our crop production, food
and feed sectors with GM soy, in particular, being widely used. Soy
is used in foods including breads, pastries, snack foods, baked
products, fried products, edible oil products and special purpose
foods such as infant formula. It is also a valuable source of protein in
animal feed rations. Over 75 per cent of the world’s soybean
production is now grown to GM varieties – this is a long way from
shiny and brand new!
Setting aside the colourful language, let’s examine the facts. The
following table, drawn from the OGTR website, highlights the current
GM wheat R&D underway in Australia. These are projects which
have OGTR licences to undergo assessment in the field – referred
to as field trials - many of which in their initial stages will be not much
bigger than the average suburban backyard and will be conducted
under strict conditions on R&D trial sites.
Entity

Licence

Crop

Details

Adelaide
Enhanced nutrient utilization &
DIR 102 Wheat & barley
University
abiotic stress tolerance
Enhanced carbon assimilation in
drought &heat prone environments

CSIRO

DIR 100 Wheat

CSIRO

DIR 99

Wheat & barley Growth & yield characteristics

CSIRO

DIR 94

Wheat & barley Enhanced nutrient efficiency

CSIRO

DIR 93

Wheat & barley Altered starch

CSIRO

DIR 92

Wheat

Altered grain

Vic DPI

DIR 80

Wheat

Modified for drought tolerance

Adelaide
DIR 77
University

Enhanced tolerance to
Wheat & barley environmental stress or increased
dietary fibre

While some of these field trials build on
R&D conducted over the last decade,
others are the result of more recent
work and there is also the noticeable
inclusion of research to address some
of our current societal health
challenges, rather than the more
traditional
focus
on
agronomic
improvement. That said, one should not
ignore the research being done to
produce wheat and barley that is more
water efficient therefore producing crops
that perform better in our challenging
dry conditions.
Greenpeace probably won’t issue a
statement to tell us that in the recent
2010 “Consumer Perceptions of Food
Technology” survey conducted by IFIC
(the International Food Information
Council) in the United States of
America, almost three quarters (73 per
cent) of respondents said they would be
somewhat or very likely to purchase
food products – such as bread,
crackers, cookies, cereal or pasta
products – made with flour from GM
wheat if it had been produced to “use
less water, land and/or pesticides”.
The GM canola experience has taught
Australia a valuable lesson and one that
will stand us in good stead for future GM
crops. For every GM crop there are two
parts – the science (incorporating crop
performance, human health and safety,
and environmental safety) and secondly,
and equally as important, the market
and trade considerations.
Australia has demonstrated its ability to
address both parts of this equation. In
relation to the science,
plant breeders, technology developers
and seed companies have ensured the
delivery of new crop
varieties
with
good
agronomic
performance, tailored to both specific
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conditions and regions. Australia’s OGTR, considered to be the most
stringent gene technology regulator in the world, has ensured that all
approved GM crops pose no risk to human health and safety and the
environment. And FSANZ has assessed and ensured the safety of all
foods and ingredients derived from GM crops. Lastly, one that is often
overlooked, the numerous entities and individuals that make up the
Australian grain supply chain worked together, over a number of years,
to ensure market and trade considerations were addressed prior to the
commercialisation of GM canola.They have subsequently managed GM
canola in the supply chain ensuring its successful commercialisation.
In 2009, Australia grew 41,000 hectares of GM canola in New South
Wales and Victoria alongside other canola varieties in the supply
chain. The industry introduced standards to accommodate the new
GM varieties and the product was successfully grown, harvested and
marketed. This same experience will be built on in the lead up to, and
in preparation for, the commercialisation of GM wheat.
Last year, Australian entities – the Grain Growers Association, the
Pastoralists and Graziers Association and the former Grains Council of
Australia – joined with key organisations in the United States of America
and Canada to launch a GM Wheat Trilateral Statement.This statement
demonstrated strong support for GM wheat R&D and noted the
importance of working together to address market and trade
considerations. In the US, this statement was not only endorsed by
grower organisations but also by the North American Millers’ Association,
recognising the need for ongoing innovation in the milling industry.
So, while this narrative doesn’t have a multi-level headline, nor does
it rely on colourful language and dramatic imagery – it is based on
fact. GM wheat is some way from commercialisation and as those
seven years draw closer, we can be confident of robust plant science,
new varieties offering benefits to our farmers and consumers, and a
grains industry with considerable experience to ensure a smooth
path-to-market and the provision of choice in the marketplace. Let’s
hope data and evidence win on the day and misguided diatribe
comes a distant last. In other words, let the facts tell the story!

Agrifood Awareness Australia Limited (AFAA) is an industry initiative, established
to increase public awareness of, and encourage informed debate and decisionmaking about gene technology. AFAA is committed to providing quality, factual,
science-based information on the use of gene technology in agriculture to allow for
informed decisions. AFAA works broadly across the agriculture sector. The
organisation has three founding members – CropLife Australia, Grains Research
and Development Corporation and the National Farmers’ Federation – and our
activities are also supported by the sugar industry, the Grain Growers Association
and through a project partnership with the red meat industry.
Agrifood Awareness Australia Limited gives no warranty and makes no
representation that the information contained in this document is suitable for any
purpose or is free from error. Agrifood Awareness Australia Limited accepts no
responsibility for any person acting or relying upon the information contained in this
document, and disclaims all liability. August 2010.

In summary:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
While much GM wheat R&D is
underway in Australia and around the
world, GM wheat is at least seven
years away from commercialisation.
Field trials are an essential part in the
development of all new plant varieties
to assess the plants’ agronomic
performance in the paddock.
Prior to commercialisation, GM wheat
will undergo stringent scientific
assessment to ensure its safety for
human health and the environment.
Beyond the scientific considerations,
the global grain industry will work to
ensure
market
and
trade
considerations are addressed.
In 2009, Australia joined Canada and
the United States of America to
launch a GM Wheat Trilateral
Statement. This statement (a)
recognised the importance of GM
wheat research and development,
and (b) noted that the three countries
would work together to address
market and trade considerations, prior
to GM wheat being commercialised.
A recent survey in the USA showed
strong support for GM wheat with
almost three quarters of respondents
indicating they would purchase
products made with GM wheat, if the
wheat was produced to use less
water, land and/or pesticides.
Australian has successfully grown GM
cotton since 1996 and GM canola
since 2008. The Australian agriculture
sector will utilise this experience and
build on its capacity and expertise in
science and global trade to ensure the
successful introduction of GM wheat
in a timely and responsible manner.
The progress being made in this area
of agricultural technology in order to
meet the globe’s needs for food
security
and
environmental
sustainability are simply too important
to be rejected on non-science
grounds.
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GOVERNMENT REGULATION

Australia should make decisions regarding
pesticide use for Australian conditions
Activist organisations regularly call for Australian regulators to follow
the best practice approaches of other countries regarding pesticide
regulation. For example, the WWF has called for Australia to adopt
European practice of a more precautionary approach to chemicals
regulation in Australia.
Such claims fundamentally misunderstand the way that chemicals
are regulated. The Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines
Authority (APVMA) ensures that chemicals can be used safely in
Australian conditions. It assesses the risk from pesticides and takes
into account the unique aspects of the Australian environment before
allowing a pesticide product to be used. Australian-specific risk
assessments by the APVMA ensure that risks to unique Australian
ecosystems (like the Great Barrier Reef) are taken into account.
For example:
•

•

•

To protect Australia’s unique flora and
fauna, Australia must make its own
decisions in relation to pesticide
regulations that reflect Australian
conditions. In this context, it does not
matter whether the European Union or
any other nation has approved a
pesticide product or not. Suggesting that
risks are greater in Australia because a
different set of chemicals is used is
wrong. Differences between the
pesticides allowed in different countries
merely reflects different national
economic, cultural, demographic and
environmental circumstances.

“In Europe, pesticides have to be proven safe” - In Australia, the
APVMA will not register a product for use unless it can be
demonstrated that the risks to human health, the environment
and trade can be effectively managed. In other words – it is “safe”
to use provided usage instructions are followed. A broadly similar
approach applies in Europe.

All countries have the right to choose
which chemicals best suit their
circumstances. Australia, through the
APVMA should continue to assert that
right. Misinformed claims that we should
slavishly and inappropriately follow
“(in Europe it) is the responsibility of industry to provide the data others will only result in poorer
showing that a pesticide can be used safely” – Exactly the same outcomes for users, consumers and the
situation applies in Australia where industry is legally responsible environment, as well as undermining
for providing product safe use data. CropLife does note that WWF confidence in Australia’s regulatory
has previously criticised the APVMA as having been “captured” framework.
by industry through the payment of registration fees for the www.croplifeaustralia.org.au
APVMA to assess this data. WWF wants to have its cake and eat
it too.
“The APVMA does not apply the same precautionary approach”
– This is wrong. The APVMA does employ a level of precaution.
Registrants must demonstrate that their products can be used
safely prior to registration in all the relevant circumstances in
which they are used. As these circumstances are often different
to Europe, registration outcomes can differ.

CropLife does continue to support the use of a responsive and
efficient pesticide product review process that identifies problem
products quickly, while rapidly concluding reviews where risks are
being effectively managed.
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SRDC News

Soil research improve the soil
improve the sugar

In 2011-12, SRDC will invest around $1.8
million in new research projects – a
figure similar to previous years.
We also plan to undertake some
commissioned research to address issues
identified by industry and government,
which have not been covered within the
research proposals received to date.

Annette Sugden
SRDC
Executive Director

SRDC funded five young sugarcane growers to attend the
recent NFF Congress under our People Development Program.
Growers selected to attend included Amanda Vickers, Chris Condon,
Gerard Puglisi, Owen Menkens, and Jay Hubert. I wish to thank
these growers for taking the time to be away from home during peak
season to represent the industry and provide valuable input during
the Congress discussions.
Congratulations to Granshaw Farming for winning the
prestigious NFF Innovation Award for Sustainability during the
Congress gala dinner in held in Melbourne last week. SRDC was
pleased to nominate Granshaw farming for its success in boosting farm
production while ensuring environmentally sustainable outcomes.
During the acceptance speech Bryan Granshaw acknowledged the
team effort of his family, the importance of keeping young people on
the land and the need to constantly strive to improve. Most importantly,
he noted that sustainability isn’t new - it’s what farmers do on their
farms every day. Bryan, Terry and John have adopted almost every
new concept in the sugarcane farming industry – from precision
agriculture, trash blanketing and GPS tracking to trials of new crops,
new harvesting techniques and new growing techniques. They are to
be commended for their trail breaking work that has been promoted
through numerous news reports including ABC TV Landline, Rural
Press, ABC Radio National, industry magazines and local media.

We all know healthy soil enables
sugarcane to flourish, by supporting the
plant and supplying it with essential
nutrients and water needed for survival.
For many years, SRDC has invested in
research to identify innovative ways to
improve soil to support the prosperity,
sustainability and productivity of
sugarcane crops.
SRDC’s key soil related projects aim to
improve environmental outcomes and
profitability of the industry through
investment in four key areas:
-

Evaluation and integration
precision agriculture;

of

-

Exploring the biology of sugarcane
soils;

-

Developing and implementing
improved farming systems; and

-

Innovative nutrient management
strategies.

See page7 for the SRDC fact sheet Soil research and read examples of
soil related research projects.

SRDC Events Diary
26 Sept-1 Oct: Challenges in Environmental Science & Engineering Conference, Cairns
28-30 Nov: New Rural Industries Australia Conference, Gold Coast Queensland
19-22 Oct: AusBiotech 2010 national conference, Melbourne Victoria
15-16 Nov: SRDC Board meeting, North Queensland
8-10 Dec: Bioenergy Australia Conference, Sydney NSW
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The dirty side of a sweet story
production costs and improved soil
health.

By Kara Billsborough
We all know soil is extremely useful for
sugarcane crops- soil enables plants to
grow, supports the plant in the ground
and supplies it with nutrients and water
needed for survival. Soil is vital for
the growth of sugarcane and it is no
wonder SRDC is investing in innovative
ways to improve soil for the prosperity,
sustainability and productivity of
sugarcane crops.
SRDC’s key soil related projects aim
to improve environmental outcomes
and profitability of the industry
through investment in four key areas:
precision agriculture, soil biology,
improved farming systems and nutrient
management strategies.
One significant project coordinating
and integrating precision agriculture
technologies is a project titled
Identifying management zones within
cane paddocks: an essential foundation
for precision sugarcane agriculture
(BPS001). This project has the potential
to guide growers on land management
strategies by defining basic changes
in soil-related zones within sugarcane
paddocks.
Researcher and grower, Lawrence
DiBella believes this project has given
him a strong understanding of what
is actually driving yield and what data
is needed to move into precision
agriculture in the future.
“From a researching and a growing
perspective, it has been an exciting
project to work on because we have
been able to identify what is actually

Tony Bugeja was the first in line to trial
this project, cutting the first trial on his
property last year. Although this project
is only in early stages, his message to
growers is encouraging.

driving the differences in yield,” Mr
DiBella said.
One significant project within the
area of soil biology is a project titled
Harnessing soil biology to improve
the productivity of the new sugarcane
farming systems(UQ043). This project
has been influential in helping to
improve yield and sustainability of
sugarcane production.
Cane grower from the Burdekin region,
Bryan Granshaw believes this project is
helping growers to really understand
soil as a living ecosystem, not just a
lifeless substance.
“We have always said that we try to
farm with Mother Nature, not against
her. This project is helping us to
understand how our management
impacts on the balance in the soil - if
we can help maintain that natural
balance then our productivity will be
enhanced,” Mr Granshaw said.
SRDC is continuing to implement best
practice farming systems, identified in
the major investment project Improved
sugarcane farming systems(BSS286).
The project has led to reduced

“I believe this project has given us a
better understanding of soils which
will eventually lead to variable rate
fertilising,” Mr Bugeja said.
Investment into nutrient management
is highlighted in project Accelerated
adoption of best-practice nutrient
management (BSS268). This project was
developed to promote the use of the
Six Easy Steps nutrient management
program within the industry.
Bernard Schroeder believes this project
has encouraged growers to work with a
logically-based framework to improve
the sustainability of their farm.
“It is pleasing to see that more growers
are using the concept of the Six Easy
Steps program to develop nutrient
management plans for their farms,” Mr
Schroeder said.
When it comes to improving soil to
boost the productivity, prosperity and
sustainability of our industry, SRDC will
continue to provide support to valuable
innovative ideas.
This article explores just a taste of the
soil related research SRDC supports.
Please call SRDC ph: 07 3210 0495 or
visit the website www.srdc.gov.au for
more information. n
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RIRDC Rural Women’s Award.
Now in its 12th year, this Award recognises and supports the
contribution women make to rural Australia. Women working in
agriculture, fisheries, forestry, natural resource management and
related sectors should apply.
Winners receive a $10,000 bursary aimed at assisting them to
develop their skills and contribute to profitable and sustainable
primary industries in each State. The Queensland Government
Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation
(DEEDI) sponsors and coordinates this award in Queensland. In
2011, DEEDI and RIRDC are pleased to welcome Westpac Bank as
a major national sponsor of the Award.
The Award call for applications opens on 1 August 2010 and closes
15 October 2010 on World Rural Women’s Day.
Contact the Queensland coordinator Natalie Schultz on ph: 13 25 23
or call the NSW coordinator Allison Priest ph: 02 6391 3620.

So you want
to get real
engagement with
the biofuels
industry in
Australia?
The Biofuels Association of Australia
has announced a new level of
membership with researchers and
scientists specifically in mind.
The BAA is the peak industry body for
the Australian biofuels industry,
representing ethanol and biodiesel
producers,
feedstock
suppliers,
technology providers, independent and
major oil companies, equipment
manufacturers, mining and construction
companies and others. The BAA was
formed to represent all stakeholders in
the biofuels industry in Australia –
working together for a sustainable future
and ensuring real collaboration takes
place.

Researchers and scientists can join at
a new individual level of only $990 per
person, inclusive of GST.

Go to the link on our website, complete
your membership application form and
start getting real engagement with the
biofuels industry straight away.
Contact Heather Brodie or visit
www.biofuelsassociation.com.au
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News from Panama
By Graham Bonnett and
Kara Billsborough
An Australian researcher has been
working in Panama and identifying what
elements make a relative of sugarcane
such an invasive weed in Central
America, providing valuable information
for the Australian sugar industry.
With the aid of a Queensland
Smithsonian Fellowship, an SRDC
Capacity Building grant and funding
from CRC-SIIB, Dr Graham Bonnett
of CSIRO Plant Industries spent five
months in Panama understanding why
Saccharum spontaneum, a wild relative
of sugarcane, has become such an
invasive weed.
Dr Bonnett studied the diversity and
reproductive biology of the plant
around the Canal Zone in central
Panama. Throughout the duration of his
visit, Dr Bonnett followed the flowering
of the weed in multiple locations,
collecting and germinating seed.
He also undertook experiments
comparing S. spontaneumwith elephant
grass and guinea grass. All three
of these species are also present in
northern Australia. In Central Panama,S.
spontaneum is dominant but in northern
Australia elephant and guinea grasses
are more abundant than S. spontaneum.

interaction in Panama led to the
flowering of S. spontaneum in the
wettest time of the year when it rains
nearly every day. He also showed that
at temperatures below 30oC only very
few of the numerous seeds produced
would germinate. During this time
of year, daily temperatures always
exceeded 30 o C in central Panama. This
enabled many of the seeds produced to
germinate.
Combined with its ability to reproduce
more effectively vegetatively than the
other introduced grasses, the timing
of seed production allows spread and
establishment of the plant contributing
to its weediness.
In contrast, most of the populations
of S. spontaneum that are growing in
northern Australia flower in the autumn/
winter period and produce seed in
the dry part of the year when average
temperatures are below 30oC.
This information is vital to the Australian
sugar industry as genetically modified
sugarcanes are in the process of being
developed. Before plants that offer
benefits to the Australian industry are

deployed, they have to be assessed by
government regulators.
One of the aspects of government
regulation is to understand if the
proposed plants are capable of
transferring undesirable traits that put
sexually compatible plants at risk of
weediness.
“The opportunity to study a relative of
sugarcane in an environment where it
has become a serious weed problem
has provided information about how to
address the regulatory issues around
weediness,” Dr Bonnett said.
Regulatory decisions for production
of new sugarcane varieties should
be based on scientific evidence. This
project has provided the Australian
sugar industry with important
information for the prospective
successful development of genetically
modi fied sugarcane varieties.
More information about this research
is available from www.srdc.gov au or
contact: Graham Bonnett at:
Graham.Bonnett@csiro.au

Graham Bonnett examining
a wild sugarcane species in
Panama, Central America.

“The fellowship was a fantastic
opportunity to live and work in a totally
different environment and culture and I
relished the time to concentrate solely
on the research project,” Dr Bonnett
said.
A main fu
unding of Dr Bonnet’s research
was that the genotype/environment
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Sediment trapping field
guide for wet tropics
The Silkwood Drainage Board (SDB)
Grower Group has recently completed
a SRDC funded project on Sediment
Trapping and Management. This project
outlined recommendations on how
sediment traps should be designed,
constructed and monitored in the wet
tropics area.
One of the key outcomes from the SDB
project was the release of a handy
publication titled Sediment Trapping
Field Guide. This publication is full of
photos demonstrating different types of
sediment trap designs and explains
ideas that support development of best
practice drainage systems. The full
report can be viewed from the SRDC
website or hard copies can be collected
from the Terrain NRM office in Innisfail.
For more information about this project
contact Ian Brooks from SDB at
farmlets@internode.on.net or contact
Joe Muscat from Grower Group Services
www.growergroupservices.com.au

Grower profile
Angus Stainley Murwillumbah NSW
Angus
Stainley
is
the
owner/operator of a 170 hectare
sugar cane property on the
outskirts of Murwillumbah in
northern NSW and is responsible
for all aspects of the farming
enterprise. He owns 55 hectares,
share farms a further 115 hectares and produces around 15,000
tonnes of sugar cane annually. In the off season, soya beans are
grown as a rotation crop, which not only helps with soil conditioning
and reduced nitrogen requirements, but also provides a cash return.
Angus regularly updates himself on the latest techniques for
sugarcane farming and is currently in the process of employing one
such technique; converting single rows to a 1.9m ‘wide row format’,
resulting in a 26 per cent reduction in travel time for each hectare of
the farm.

"Raised beds and no-till planting are further time and money saving
initiatives. Ground preparation and bed forming are now carried out
during the off-season, allowing for a drop in labour at planting time
from seven staff to just one and a half - a massive saving," Mr
Stainley said.

There are also research trials currently underway on Angus’s farm,
which provide data to assist him in regular benchmarking and
comparative analysis.
Angus has a Bachelor of Business majoring in Agribusiness and is
the Chairman, Area Representative or Member of a variety of local
farming groups and organisations. He regularly exhibits his
sugarcane at local shows and has received various awards for his
produce.
Recently Angus was selected as runner up of the NSW Young
Farmer of the Year Award. This award is coordinated by NSW
Farmers' Association, NSW Industry & Investment and supported
by the Royal Agricultural Society to recognise excellence in farming
and acknowledge farmers who combine sustainable environment
practices with profitable production.
Congratulations Angus!
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NSW grower Robert Quirk selected as finalist
of the Farm Industry Leader award
Sponsored by Rabobank this award
recognises farmers who pursue
industry development for purposes far
beyond their own farm gate.

Congratulations to
Duranbah sugarcane
grower Robert Quirk for
being selected as a
finalist of the Farm
Industry Leader Award.

“Many farmers manage to take time out
from their varied and demanding
business challenges, family life and
other commitments to contribute further
to their industries. Their broader
industry commitments include roles of
chairing committees, hosting field days,
or organising cooperative marketing
efforts,” said Rabobank General
Manager Country Banking Australia
Peter Knoblanche.
SRDC Executive Director Annette
Sugden said whether it’s on a local
level, part of a research project, or as a
grower group committee member,
growers such as Robert Quirk are
setting up the industry for a brighter
future for many generations to come.
“Rural leaders are not only champions

for the industry but are mentors to their
peers and other younger growers”, Ms
Sugden said.
"Everyone at SRDC thank Robert for his
continuous
commitment
and
dedication to the sugarcane industry",
Ms Sugden said.
The winners of all seven Australian
Farmer of Year award categories were
announced during an Industry Awards
dinner at the Westin Hotel on Tuesday
21st September from 7pm.
The Farming Ahead 2010 Conference,
held from 21-22 September at the
Westin Hotel in Sydney, aimed to
increase the adoption of research and
innovation through collaboration and
communication.
It brought together grower groups,
research and extension organisations to
connect, share information and build
effective knowledge networks.

Finnish Scientists Visit Australia
Four researchers from Finland with
expertise in acid sulfate soil (ASS)
remediation visited ACFA Director
Robert Quirk's farm.
They inspected the practices developed
there by Australian scientists and the
NSW sugar cane industry, to reduce
environmental impacts of discharges
from ASS in sugar cane lands.
They discussed these practices with
Robert and Prof.Leigh Sullivan from
SCU (on the right of the picture), all
pictured are members of the
International Union of Soil Sciences
(IUSS) working group for ASS.
The next meeting of the working group
will be held in conjunction with the 7th
World Congress for ASS to be held in
Vaasa Finland in August 2012. Robert
is a member of the IUSS working group
for ASS .
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July/August 2010

The Australian dollar (AUD) has been subject to considerable
volatility, trading as high as AUD/USD 0.9223 and as low as 0.8315
for the past month. AUD strength looks set to continue as risk
appetite globally increases again with markets lacking new
themes and shrugging off weaker employment data in both US
and Australia. AUD strength remains driven by global risk
appetite which has been quite buoyant recently with our currency
supported by investors attracted to higher interest rates.

After a seven week advance in sugar
futures prices, we have recently seen
a rejection of the US20 c/lb level in
the ICE No.11 Oct 10 contract.
The stronger market had reflected short
term supply issues exacerbated by low
global stock and delays in Brazilian
shipping. More recently, the rejection of
the US20 c/lb level followed a feeling in
the sugar market that India may be in a
position
to
export
inventory
accumulated at lower prices. ICE No.11
Oct 10 has been trading between
US16.41 c/lb to US19.88 c/lb for the
past month. The ICE No.11 curve
continues to be backwardated as supply
concerns in the front end linger with
some shifting of price pressure down
the curve suggesting a general firming
in sentiment. The white premium has
ranged from US$120 to US$160 per
tonne for the period.
According to the Australian Sugar
Milling Council, Australia’s sugarcane
crush for 2010 is approaching 30
percent completion. About 8.8 million
tonnes has been crushed up until 1
August; over 2.4 million tonnes of cane
were crushed in the past fortnight. The
forecast crop has again fallen slightly
with the current forecast now sitting at
32.1 million tonnes of cane.
Refiners in Asia will need to import
around 3.5 million tonnes of raw sugar
in the next six months, which will be
hard to obtain while sugar remains
caught up in the shipping delays in
Brazil. Asia sugar demand remains
strong, and refineries in Asia may have
supply shortfalls caused by the Brazil
shipping problems. According to the
Kingsman report, India is seeking
permission for allowing export of around
140,000 tonnes of white sugar as well
as 458,000 tonnes of raw sugar which
is currently stuck in the ports of Kandla
and Mundra.
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September 2010
Market Summary
Global sugar prices surged to their highest levels since February
2010 as ongoing concern about the effects of dry weather in Brazil
lured more funds and speculators into the market. The past month
has seen the ICE No.11 October 2010 and March 2011 contracts
both rise by more than 25 percent. October raw sugar futures hit US
25.50 c/lb on 24 September, missing by 10 points the life-of-contract
high. March futures hit US 24.47 c/lb on the same day recording a
life of contract high. London white sugar has also had a spectacular
few weeks. December 2010 gained US $104.40 to US $633.70 per
tonne, with the March 2011 contract ending US $111.4 higher at US
$617.70 per tonne.
For the Australian dollar (AUD), the combined effect of expected
higher local interest rates and falling interest rates in the US was a
powerful positive influence, which saw the Aussie dollar rise to a high
of AUD/USD 0.9623 on 27 September. Many market commentators
are once again suggesting the AUD will reach parity with the USD,
largely in response to a substantially weaker USD.
Crush Update
According to the Australian Sugar Milling Council, Australia’s
sugarcane crush for 2010 is approaching 57 percent completion at
the end of the third week in September. About 18 million tonnes has
been crushed to date for the current season; over 2.8 million tonnes
of cane were crushed in the fortnight ending 19 September, which
represented the best throughput achieved for the season to date for
a consecutive two week period.
International Market
The global supply and demand balance continues to be tight as
global stock levels are still low. Recently, the dry conditions has
interrupted the crush in the Centre South Brazil with cane seriously
damaged. India is currently experiencing heavy rain and floods in
the key cane growing state of Uttar Pradesh. According to
Rabobank, the Indian government have announced exports of about
250,000 tonnes of sugar over the next three months and have also
allowed trading in sugar futures from the start of October 2010. The
Pakistan government is also reported to have approved unlimited
imports of raw sugar. Weather-related issues have also affected
crops in Indonesia, Thailand and Russia.
QSL’s new Guaranteed Floor Pool Option
QSL has launched a new Pool product option for Australian millers
and their grower suppliers. The 2011 Guaranteed Floor Pool has been
designed to enable suppliers to achieve a guaranteed price for a
proportion of their raw sugar for the 2011 season, while also offering
participation in favourable sugar and currency market conditions.

For the 2011 season, the Guaranteed
Floor Pool is expected to offer a
minimum underlying return of AUD$400
per tonne as well as daily participation
in market outcomes above this price.
The guaranteed floor price and daily
participation may be revised upwards
prior to launch, subject to market prices
prevailing at that time.
The Guaranteed Floor Pool has been
developed to complement QSL’s existing
price pooling options. It is a conservative
pricing Pool and provides an added tier
of price risk diversification for QSL’s
suppliers, which is particularly important
during times of market volatility as we
have experienced in recent months.
By guaranteeing a minimum return for
the tonnage committed to the Pool,
millers and their grower suppliers will be
better able to manage price risks and
plan ahead with greater confidence. For
more information and to view the full
terms and conditions of the Guaranteed
Floor Pool, visit www.qsl.com.au.
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MEDIA RELEASE

I am honoured to have been selected by the Prime Minister to represent Australians working
in the agricultural, fishing and forestry industries.
Labor remains committed to securing the future of our regional and rural communities.
I look forward to working closely with industry representatives to ensure the agricultural,
fishing and forestry sectors are well positioned to deal with the economic and international
challenges of the future.
In particular I will continue the important work of my colleague, Tony Burke, including:
• promoting agricultural productivity and industry competitiveness;
• continuing reforms to ensure Australia has a strong and effective biosecurity system;
• pursuing export opportunities and promoting Australian produce both domestically and
internationally; and
• ongoing improvements in the forestry sector.
I am very proud of what I was able to achieve as Cabinet Secretary and Special Minister of
State. In our first term, Labor took significant strides toward the restoration of integrity and
transparency in government.
In particular I facilitated the passage of legislation marking the biggest overhaul of the
Freedom of Information Act since its inception; removed barriers that prevent people from
voting in elections with vital electoral reforms; chartered a course toward stronger protections
for whistleblowers; revised the Privacy Principles to make them applicable to the public and
private sectors; and moved to improve the parliamentary entitlements system.
I would like to extend my gratitude to the staff from the agencies and departments within my
former portfolios. I know they will work hard to deliver on the Government’s commitment for
parliamentary reform and continue to deliver on the Labor Government’s commitment towards
accountability in government.
I wish my colleagues, Brendan O’Connor, Gary Gray and Mark Dreyfus, the best of luck in
continuing the important work in these portfolios.
Minister Ludwig’s Media Contact: Sarah Cosson 0423 823 843 or (02) 6277 7600
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Northern - Mossman
Fine weather had made for a smooth harvest until the last two weeks were
lost to wet weather.
The estimate is expected to hold at 530kt. As we get into plant cane some blocks
are weighing heavier than estimate. As of 28 September there are 22 crushing
days remaining and given that more rain is predicted the mill is looking at 6 day
crushing.
Planting is way up on last season; driven by firm prices and a mill planting incentive
of $350/ha.

Don Murday
Northern Region Director

Farmers are busy completing the Environmental Risk Management Plan (ERMP)
under the Qld Government’s Reef Protection Package. Mossman Agriculture
Services has been assisting farmers with the ERMP, in group sessions.
Don Murday
North Qld Director

Northern Mulgrave, Babinda, Innisfail & Tully
July August and September have been nothing short of a write-off in the
Innisfail Babinda area with rain causing major complications with harvest
and planting.
Tully & Mulgrave suffered minor disruptions but could still crush cane. CCS levels
are generally down on last year.
The Tableland mill slowed down due to the processing backlog in coastal mills
which process Tableland syrup into sugar. Tableland CSS is similar to last year.

John Blanckensee
Northern Region Director

Growers are discontent with Qld Gov leasing rates on crown land which they see
as a revenue grab.
Farmers are finalising their ERMPs while the conditions are too wet to farm.
BSES are conducting cane-grub trials in the region as some areas have been
badly affected.
Payment CSS for Babinda, based on the five year average has been reduced from
12.5 to 11.5 CCS.
So far it had been a very disappointing season with sugar prices high while farmers
are frustrated by not being able to get the crop off; seeing a real chance of stand
over cane. Farmers and the local economy will now need to budget for a less than
satisfactory result.
John Blanckensee
North Qld Director
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Herbert
The rain seems never ending with just eight days where rainfall hasn’t been
measured for September.
The rain has fallen along the Queensland coast and most areas have received
quite a dollop with harvesting coming to a standstill. In some areas of the district
farmers have not been able to plant so far this year and time is beginning to run
out. We are already looking at what paddocks we can leave in instead of
ploughing them out.
Herbert Region mills production figures for Week 13, ending the 18th September
2010 are year to date 2,429,375 tonnes.

Carol Mackee
Herbet Region Director

Crop forecast is 4.1 million tonnes. Actual yield % estimate is 98.9
District CCS this week is 13.02. Season to date CCS is 13.40
Top performing varieties for the region are as follows:
Q200 CCS 13.74
Q208

13.56

Q219

13.46

Q190

13.38

Q183

12.83

There are quite a few paddocks of cane showing grub damage so farmers need
to be ever vigilant as they plant for the coming year.

Here’s hoping for a sunny October.

Carol Mackee
Herbert Region Director
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Burdekin
Further widespread rain across the
Burdekin district has again ceased
harvesting and planting activities in
the district’s paddocks.

Margaret Menzel
Burdekin Director

With an estimated 8.77 million tonnes
for the 2010 harvest and approximately
half of the crop remaining, the season
looks like extending well into December,
under a best case scenario and with no
further rain.
Even this scenario will require the
cooperation of all sectors of the industry
in order to achieve the best outcomes
for a very difficult season. Industry
participants will continue to evaluate
ground conditions for gradual harvest
recommencement from Tuesday, 28th
Sept and a restart to remaining planting
activities may be possible for some
growers around that time also.
Harvester groups and individual
growers are encouraged to keep a
careful eye on their ground conditions
and not to delay opportunities to
harvest, as further wet weather will
almost certainly result in a January
finish and the reality of standover cane
in 2010.
Growers who are able to cut should
advise their group spokesman and
harvester operator so that tonnages that
are possible to harvest are completed
and remaining crop can then be
harvested as soon as ground conditions
allow. Because of the seriously limited
timeframe remaining with the 2010 crop
and its likely impact on the 2011 crop,
harvesting must proceed, as and when
cane becomes available to harvest,
across the district.
Wet weather harvesting equipment,
available to other groups when some
areas are unable to harvest, should be

utilised where possible to enable
reciprocation when conditions improve
area by area. These methods, adopted
by the super-wet areas, provide the best
means of utilising milling capacity and
harvesting opportunities and minimises
delays to harvesting of crop and
likelihood of standover cane.
A re-evaluation of the risks associated
with forward pricing of sugar, must form
part of each grower’s plans for the future
management of wet weather harvesting
in the district. A lack of wet weather
harvesting equipment in the district is
highlighted in a year like this.
Inadequacies will need to be addressed
according to the current wet weather
capabilities of each harvesting group.
Seasonal CCS for the Burdekin district
was recorded at 14.3 as at 8am on 2209-2010. Sucrogen advises that it is
likely there will be a need to adjust the
current estimate of seasonal average
CCS, for some of the collective pools.
The adjusted estimates will apply with
the October payment. QSL advises that
a further seasonal payment will be
made in December.

Government Regulation
With the re-election of a Gillard
government, albeit in coalition with the
Greens and some Independents,
industry representatives are again
lobbying for a more reasoned and
scientific approach to Queensland
government’s Reef Wise legislation
imposts on growers. Mention should be
made of the courageous stand in
defence of rural Australians, made by
the Member for Kennedy, Hon Bob
Katter MP during and subsequent to the
Federal Elections. The ‘bush’ and
Australia in general, would benefit from
more individuals with such conviction
and integrity in the representation of
their electorate’s interests.
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From a paltry $22,000 in state
government funding allocated to
Cane farmers continue to maintain records for the application of
‘strategically targeted projects in the
agricultural chemicals, fertilisers and soil conditioners on their
Burdekin area’, for funding designed to
properties, and suffer the imposition of hastily, formulated
‘protect Queensland’s national parks
government policy, while previous testing for runoff from rainforest
and state forests’, cane farmers will be
or indeed the effects of the reef tourism industry, which traverses the
disappointed to learn that from that
reef system daily, remains largely ignored and under-researched.
figure, a total of $7,000 was allocated for
Inexplicably, no direct scientific link has yet surfaced, which justifies
feral pig and fox control projects to
the claims that cane farmers or cattle producers are directly
protect nesting marine turtles and
responsible for damage to our reef systems.
$15,000 was allocated to reduce the
Six farmer mentors are now available in the district to complete the impact of rubber vine on the
various documents required under the reef protection legislation. endangered beach scrub ecosystem at
This service is free and ACFA will be providing further workshops as Cape Upstart National Park. It appears
required to assist growers with explanations on the primary that the feral pig menace and rampant
documents and mandatory competency levels required for chemical hymenachne on government reserves
usage and fertiliser and soil conditioner applications. For further will continue to impact on endangered
information or to book for a workshop, please contact me on Burdekin primary producers and crops.
0407779700 or e-mail: mailsack@bigpond.com
Governments; state, federal and local,
must face the wrath of industry
representatives over the recent
Qld Government Charges
escalation of electricity, registration,
The state government’s QCA water pricing review continues to loom
rates, licensing and charges for every
over the district’s producers and, based on previous experience with
conceivable item of government
these reviews, there is little confidence of a reasonable outcome
‘services’. Local rating increases seem
being achieved or of realistic operating costs for the Sunwater
to need a reality check as roads and
network being recorded.
services provided to producers is often
The new pricing implementation is set to be enacted on 1st July, negligible, dirt roads and no water,
2011. The reality seems to be that producers are bearing the brunt sewerage or waste services, yet the
of government excesses that have left Queensland as equal last with rates charges are double those reflected
NSW in economic stature. It appears that the media, for the most in other shires for similar parcels of land
part are failing to remind the government and the public that which have closer access to local
Queensland was left at the end of the Bjelke-Petersen era with the townships and services.
healthiest economy in the country; the lowest tax and the best health
The 17 September joint announcement
system in the country. Our nurses today can’t even expect to be paid
by The Premier and Minister for Natural
for their services under the present regime. The condition of
Resources, Mines and Energy and
Queensland’s roads, including rural and regional roads, is appalling.
Minister for Trade Stephen Robertson
With road licences and crown land leases seeing the latest fee hike has not remediated the problem.
by the state government, it beggars belief that growers who have
A recent Chamber of commerce
paid for the dubious privilege of managing and maintaining these
meeting with three of the local
small easements and land pockets are now facing unjustifiable fee
candidates, raised issues such as
hikes to either continue the present arrangements or pay penalty fees
servicing and funding of country roads,
to relinquish them. The state government has offered no valid
inclusion of legislative mandates for
reasoning for the increased charges and has made no effort to
ethanol in fuels and value-adding
consult with industry on the impacts these fee grabs would have on
benefits for primary producers.
individual growers, with some producers holding multiple licences.
Record Keeping
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ASA
These issues and others were raised when a meeting of ASA
(Australian Sugar Industry Alliance) representatives and local
industry spokespersons discussed issues facing the local industry.
Rates and other cost increases, market inequality under the
legislative constraints placed on local producers and the ‘price-taker’
position forced on us against a highly subsidised and corrupted
world market. Concerns were raised about the ‘plan’ on offer
including only one local representative to be added to a board
already laden with opportunities to leave the producers with little
representation. There are many issues which impact growers
locally and even in regions of this district. It would be difficult to
believe that a single grower representative would be given the
opportunity to raise and progress the interests of each area on a
board consisting of such a diverse range of interests.

RSD is spread by planting diseaseinfected cane. It is important for this
reason that growers either:
regularly refresh their supplies of
approved seed cane from BPS, or
plant cane that is either first or second
progeny from BPS approved seed cane,
or
have their proposed plant source
material checked by BPS staff prior to
planting.
It is expected that BPS and BSES will
jointly conduct contractor and grower
information sessions during the next few
weeks.”

2010 Burdekin Productivity Awards
The 2010 Burdekin Productivity Awards, supported by the
Australian Cane Farmers Association were held on Tuesday 24th
August at 7:30pm at the Burdekin Delta Cinemas.
This year, the awards were cut to three, totalling $1500 in prize
money:
Sugar Producer of the Year (highest tonnes of sugar per hectare
farm for the 2009 harvest) $500
Highest CCS Farm of the Year $500
Highest Tonnes Cane per Hectare $500

Pest & Disease Issues
“Burdekin Productivity Services reports that Ratoon Stunting
Disease (RSD) has been confirmed on a Burdekin farm. This is a
serious disease and one that can impact growers’ productivity and
profitability enormously. BSES reports that in some districts,
productivity is reduced by up to 20 - 30%. Nearly all varieties are
susceptible, with varying resistance to RSD and while the disease
is called ‘ratoon stunting disease’ it can seriously affect plant cane
as well. Infection is spread through cane juice, so it is imperative
that contractors who are not sterilising equipment between farms
commence their hygiene programs immediately.
Cleaning and sterilising between farms is the key to effective RSD
control. This applies to all planting and harvesting contractors, but
especially billet planting contractors. Juice from one infected billet
can be spread to many other billets in a bin. It is important for billet
planting contractors to remember to include sterilisation of their
chopper box. The blades within this machinery carry a high risk of
transfer of the disease. Harvesting contractors risk spreading the
disease through their base cutters and extractors.

Contract Negotiations
Further meetings and representations
have been held with Sucrogen staff on
harvest
equity
issues
and
inconsistencies
in
the
CSA
commitments from the 2005 and 20062008 contracts and the present
arrangements on burnt cane penalties.
Discussions are continuing, however,
the unsuccessful resolution to cane
supply contracts for the present crop,
indicates the failure of the present
legislative framework to provide growers
with the opportunity to negotiate an
acceptable contract. Recent Sucrogen
employee disputations were sent to
arbitration when agreement could not
be reached. No such opportunity exists
for farming families under the present
framework. This inequity must be
resolved so that Australia’s farmers do
not remain in this untenable position
with little market power to adequately
manage their futures.
Margaret Menzel
Burdekin Director & Jnr Vice-Chair,
Australian Cane Farmers Association.
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Central Queensland
The widespread unseasonable rain across the entire region on August 10 and
11 was initially welcomed as soil moisture levels were low and widespread
irrigation was in full swing. Subsequent rainfall has deluged the area causing
some damage to plant cane and delaying the harvest.
It will be difficult harvesting in most areas and it will be a week before normality
returns. The effect should be that sugar content will fall while cane tonnage will
rise and will hang on later into the season. The rain is good news for the plant cane
in most areas however low lying areas will need sunshine and warmer
temperatures.

Ross Walker
Central Qld Director

QSL has increased the sugar price for the interim cane payment from $265 to
$310 per tonne. This increase will be effective from Thursday 19 August.
Mackay Sugar has developed a 20-year plan setting out the potential for projects
and growth through to 2030. The planning document will be tabled as part of
Mackay Regional Council’s planning consultation process. The plan aims to see
that sugar cane land is acknowledged and protected.
Proserpine

Mackay Sugar
Mackay Sugar only crushed cane on Sunday and part of Monday last week due to
heavy rain falling throughout the majority of the district on Sunday night bringing
harvesting to a halt. Further rain on Saturday has added to the wet fields with a
resumption of crushing unlikely until the end of this week. Forecasts of storms
and rain Tuesday and Wednesday could see further delays up to late next week.
o Tonnes crushed for the week:
Farleigh
11,568
Marian
20,693
Racecourse
12,859
Mackay Sugar
45,120
o PRS for week:
13.38
o Total cane crushed to date: 3,586,180
o PRS to date:
13.58
o 2010 crop estimate tonnes: 5,000,000
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Plane Creek
Week 14, ending 25/09/2010 Figures Season to date
Cane crushed:
635,818
Average bin weight: 3.76
CCS:
14.65
Cane variety performance for region (Variety CCS):
Q208 14.23
Q209 13.87
KQ228 14.19
Q135 13.51
Q226 13.96
Q221 14.59
Comments: Heavy rain received last Monday halted harvesting across the region
for the remainder of the week. As a result, just 10,982 tonnes of cane were
crushed.
Persistent showers and rain periods have caused further delays to the resumption
of harvesting. It is too early to determine when crushing will recommence.
The actual yield as a percentage of original estimate continues to rise steadily at
85.6 per cent, season to-date. CCS has decreased marginally, by 0.01 of a unit,
from last week’s season-to-date.
The highest CCS sample for the week was from a rake of Plant Q208, at 16.35 from
the Carmila West District.
Ross Walker
Central Region Director

Southern Qld
Record August rainfall! 150 mm was the highest fall I have heard of and that is
in a 24 hour period – a most unusual event in our region. Probably 50mm fell in
the first hour during the later evening and then a wet day followed with rain
decreasing until sunset.
Remembering that the Southern region had near record low rainfall for May, June
and July, I have not heard anyone say it was too much. Maryborough farmers
reported about 70mm, Childers area 80mm, south of the Burnett 110mm, north of
Burnett 128mm and east of Bundy 148mm.
Standing crops are really impressive: some lodging, but not extensive where I have
driven around.

Mike Hetherington
Southern Director

The weather and sugar price are getting a lot of people out of the blocks and on
track to plant an increasing area of sugarcane. Some wild rumours about tens of
thousands of acres may be a bit optimistic, but it's good to hear optimism and it gives
our industry a bit of leverage against losing all our good operators to ‘the mines’.
The Burnett Basin Water Resource Plan is being worked on. A newsletter outlining
recent developments is available from DERM. At over 6mb, the electronic version
may be a bit too big to access. Try the DERM Office for a hard copy. This is separate
from the Sunwater price path enquiry which is being conducted by the Queensland
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Competition Authority. The Burnett Plan is more of what will be done with the water by whom and includes all
groundwater, surface flows and perhaps even off the house roof as well as irrigation scheme water. If I
understand the intent of the Department, it is very comprehensive and a mass of administration.
Cane harvesting – up until the rain – was belting along. Some farmers started the harvest on 15's, some on
9's. It would seem worth spending some effort on a research project investigating why there is such CCS
variation by area, for the same inputs. I think this has been studied in the past, but modern science may turn
up something. Perhaps we could investigate revising the system within harvesting groups to 'chase the sugar'.
Mills have had a few wrinkles to iron out. ISIS has had its share of rail transport incidents. This became a fairly
hot topic locally as OH & S considerations were aired in the press.
Maryborough Mill made a clean start but has had to recover from a protracted stoppage. All is going again now
though. Bundy Sugar had Industrial action looming but once again, this seems to have been averted by
negotiation.
Now to spring planting: a final push to ditch any smut susceptible varieties is on with plough out replant
being used to get new varieties in for next year. Q190 is hanging around and has never gotten any better; so
with better prospects it's going even if it may have had a ratoon or two left in it. At least we won't need to be
irrigating our plant this year which is another reason to say … ‘It's all good’!

Update - 21 September 2010
Drought! Absolutely not! If the soil profile is not full, I don't know when it would ever be. Glenorchy 80mm or
so and the Woongarra (east of Bundy) around the same. ISIS around 60 mm and although Rocky Point area
was only around 25mm so far, paddocks were already quite damp. Hopefully a week of sunshine will follow
and that will bring all that has been planted out of the ground.
Harvesting has been halted, maybe for up to seven days. CCS levels were holding up at all mills and no
effort was being spared to keep the cane supply coming in, so a lay-day due to rain did give us a spell.
Drought! A reminder that those of us in Irrigation Areas must keep drought in mind, mainly because of the
Queensland Competition Authority Irrigation Water Price Path Enquiry. And if that is not a big enough
mouthful, we also have the Burnett Water Resource Plan Review, running concurrently. Submissions and
discussion groups are everywhere on the go. My biggest concern is that these may turn out to be selling
government policy decisions, rather than people who live and die by using these resources having the
chance to make workable operations systems for the future.
Workforce shortages seem to have come to an end. Twenty applications for a tractor driver in our area is a
welcome change. We were unable to find starters last year. The G.F.C. must still be there otherwise all these
people would simply say, "I'm just waiting to get into the mines."
Lastly, to planting cane. Re. row spacing: I need an elastic tractor if anyone has one! How ever else am I to
plant cane at all the row spaces that farmers desire. I gave it all up and picked a nice round metric number.
As the latest BSES Bulletin indicates; personal preference might as well be the deciding factor in the choice
of row space. Does this mean some of the "New Farming System” projects have been dead-enders? I am
not sure how far farmers will go to defend their choice but it is one hot topic in our region.
So, now to repairs and maintenance, as we will need to be ready when it's dry enough.

Michael E. Hetherington
ACFA Southern Region Director
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NSW
I have indicated in earlier reports that the crops at Condong Broadwater and
Harwood are all up on last season.The main focus of the industry now is to get
the production back to over the 2 million tonne mark. This is quite achievable
as records show from several years ago.
With the increase in cane prices and growers having money now to spend on
fertilizer and other necessary inputs, all looks well for the future.
There is a lot of arrowing in NSW this year at all mill areas. This is something we
do not have to deal with very often, and it can reduce production markedly in two
year old cane.

Robert Quirk
NSW Director

Growers are being advised to check crops for ‘blind arrows’ as well as they can also
effect production.
Wet weather continues to hold up harvesting from time to time and although we
have wet weather harvesting equipment, the mud levels in wet conditions are
difficult for the mills to deal with.
Condong growers are working with mill management on a further trial to establish
the level of trash that can be handled (crushing without loss of sugar). At present
we are delivering around 50% trash. This is being achieved by minimal topping of
the crop and running extractors at 800-900 RPM. The aim is to deliver around
100,000 tonnes of cane to the mill to establish once and for all what can be
achieved.
On a personal note, I have had a lot of over seas visitors to the farm, during the
last month. These have come from Finland, a group from the World soils congress
and two groups from Indonesia as well as P R China.

The NSW Cane Growers’ Council hosted the Indonesian millers from Java
representing 14 mills. Over two days, they visited the Rogers farm in NSW,
Condong Mill, and Industry and Investment NSW at Wollongbar to discuss with
researchers their work on bio char. They also visited David Bartlett’s at Condong
as well as my place.
The Chinese were here to find out more about the Plant Stone Technology and how
claiming carbon credits/offsets may occur from that technology.

Robert Quirk
NSW Director
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YOUR LOCAL
ACFA DIRECTORS

North Queensland Representatives:
Don Murday
Home Phone: (07) 4098 1635
Mobile: 0418 774 499
Email: mangopk@bigpond.net.au
John Blanckensee
Home Phone: (07) 4061 2034
Mobile: 0407 162 823
Email: jblancke@bigpond.net.au
Herbert Representative:
Carol Mackee
Home Phone: (07) 4777 4957
Email: cjmackee@activ8.net.au
Burdekin Representative:
Margaret Menzel
Home Phone: (07) 4783 4776
Mobile: 0407 779 700
Email: mailsack@bigpond.com

AUSTRALIAN CANE FARMERS
BRISBANE OFFICE

GPO Box 608,
Brisbane Qld 4001
Telephone: 07 3303 2020
Freecall: 1800 500 025
Facsimile: 07 3303 2024
Email: info@acfa.com.au
Web: www.acfa.com.au

ACFA SERVICES
Publications: The Australian CaneFarmer - published eleven
months per year. Australian Sugarcane - the leading R&D publication
- Bimonthly.
Representation: ACFA has a proven record of fighting for farmers
where others have either given up or not begun.
Branch Network & Local Representation: Make use of your local
ACFA branch, call your local director or visit www.acfa.com.au
Corporate services: World sugar news; Market information; Political
and Local sugar related news; Wage and industrial relations
information; Environmental matters; Water issues.

Southern Queensland Representative:
Industry surveillance: ACFA is constantly monitoring matters
Michael Hetherington
relevant to canefarmers.
Home Phone: (07) 4126 9118
Email: hethostiny@optusnet.com.au
Insurance: General insurance - ACFA insurance is the market
leader. It has the largest share of cane farm general insurance in
New South Wales Representative:
Queensland and Australia:
Robert Quirk
Home Phone: (02) 6677 7227
• Crop insurance
Mobile: 0413 677 727
• Life insurance and personal accident insurance - ACFA insurance
Email: rgquirk@bigpond.com
provides life and personal accident insurance via AON and
Australian Casualty and Life.
• Financial planning - ACFA members have access to AON financial
planners.
Pays: For a fee, ACFA members have access to an automated pays
service.
Articles in The Australian Cane Farmer do not necessarily represent
the policies or views of The Australian Cane Farmers Association.
Editor-in-chief: Stephen Ryan
The Australian Cane Farmer is proudly supported by:

